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 and comments make it easier than ever to remember or annotate details. The rich media editing tools let you edit and annotate
photos of all sorts. Handy color schemes and previews let you easily see how a particular color effect will look on your photo.

The new Cropping Assistant helps you choose just the right crop for your photo. ACDSee 15.0 has many new features,
including: Fine quality photo editing Photo Touch-up High-speed loading and processing Clean interface Super-fast Speed New
hierarchical keywords and comments Annotate your images in a single click You’ll notice ACDSee 15.0 runs faster and renders
faster than ACDSee 14. Improved Google maps Search maps of hundreds of cities Swap locations, zoom out for more detailed

views and see how long it will take to get there It’s just like Google Earth on your desktop Improved Focal-Point Selection Draw
a box around the area of interest or the selected photo, then select the area with a single click. The area can be rotated, scaled or
moved around, all with a single click. Improved Cropping Assistant A smart Cropping Assistant offers new options, including
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“Smart Up” for making single-click adjustments, “Seamless” for adjusting photos with straight, predictable edges, and more
Wonky Viewfinder A new glass window helps you see the photo from different angles, allowing you to see every detail Better
annotation tools One click and your photo is annotated, with comments, keywords and a date stamp automatically added to the

image file. You can even remove or edit any of the annotation information Face Recognition Face Recognition uses facial
recognition technology, so you can use ACDSee 15.0 to identify your friends. You can group photos by person, for example, or
you can group all photos where a particular person has his or her face visible. Expert Color Correction “ACD-Expert” mode lets
you use ACDSee 15.0’s advanced tools to improve the color of your photos in a single click. The program analyzes the color of

a photo, then makes a suggestion for correcting it ACDSee 15.0 will run faster and render faster than ACDSee 14. A new
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